
Amazing Pre-Launch Giveaway - The
PopcornBall Free to All Social Media Supporters

A fun and effective way to mix popcorn with seasonings
and other foods too

The PopcornBall, the Portable Sphere
Container Specifically Designed for
Mixing and Eating Popcorn, Will Soon Be
Launching Its Kickstarter Campaign.

EAST JORDAN, MICHIGAN, UNITED
STATES, September 11, 2014
/EINPresswire.com/ -- EAST JORDAN,
MI--September 11, 2014 - QCUP
(Quality Concession Upgrade Products)
is poised to launch their latest product,
the PopcornBall via Kickstarter. In light of this important event, QCUP is giving away one free
PopcornBall to "early bird" supporters. To receive a free product, become a Facebook fan at
http://www.Facebook.com/PopcornBall or a Twitter Follower @ThePopcornBall.

The PopcornBall marks a dramatic shift in how popcorn is carried, consumed and enjoyed. This
ingenious product consists of a lightweight, highly durable portable sphere shaped container. Thanks
to the PopcornBall's innovative and ingenious design, it is now possible for anyone to mix popcorn
and toppings together quickly and with zero mess. No more popcorn and butter parfait at the movies!
Most people who've seen the PopcornBall in action have stated something along the lines of, "Why
didn't I think of that?" Watch the Youtube demonstration video (http://youtu.be/AMZVUav6wtU).

The 7.5-inch recyclable PopcornBall holds a surprisingly large volume of popcorn. In fact, just one
PopcornBall holds an impressive 15 cups (120 oz.) of popcorn. Just add popcorn and your favorite
toppings and spin in your hands.

In regards to his idea, inventor Mike Baxter explained, "I was tired of going to the movies and other
entertainment venues, purchasing a bucket or bag of popcorn, and not being able to mix quickly and
evenly some cheddar seasoning on my popcorn. The PopcornBall solves that problem in a fast, easy
and effective manner."

The unique design of the PopcornBall in addition to making life easier is also a money saving
invention. By ordering a large bucket of popcorn, each family member with a PopcornBall can season
popcorn to their own unique taste. The PopcornBall works to keep popcorn fresher longer and with
less mess. This means that this versatile product is perfect for consumers to use in the home, in the
car, picnics, tailgating, ballgames and, of course, movie theaters. 

Baxter added, "The PopcornBall is a great fit for establishments ranging from movie theaters, theme
parks and entertainment venues to national ball parks and zoos, as it can be sold directly at
concession stands."

Currently, Baxter is in the process of filming the PopcornBall's Kickstarter video with Elevant
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Production out of Chicago. The PopcornBall Kickstarter campaign is set to launch in early October of
this year. 

Popcorn lovers can receive their own free PopcornBall by becoming a PopcornBall Facebook fan
(http://www.Facebook.com/PopcornBall) or a Twitter Follower (@ThePopcornBall). Simply email your
name and home address to: FREEPopcornBall@gmail.com prior to the start of the PopcornBall
Kickstarter campaign. 

Further, upon the launch of the PopcornBall Kickstarter campaign in early October, QCUP will send
an additional PopcornBall to any "early bird" supporter who pledges any amount equal to or greater
than one PopcornBall.

About QCUP -- Quality Concession Upgrade Products

Mike Baxter, the brainchild behind the popcorn game-changing invention the PopcornBall, is the
founder of QCUP. The PopcornBall makes enjoying popcorn easier, cleaner and more festive. QCUP
has plans in the works for sport edition designs and future ideas for more innovative concession
products. Look for the upcoming Kickstarter campaign to get a PopcornBall of your own! 
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